
ABOUT THE BOOK
As any visitor to the beach knows, all sorts 
of treasures can be found if you know 
how and where to look. This beautifully 
illustrated pocket guide helps young 
beachcombers find, and identify, shells of 
animals commonly found on Northeast 
shores. Writing specifically with the 
Northeast in mind, author and artist Joanne 
Roach-Evans describes clams, limpets, 
whelks, mussels, oysters, periwinkles, and 
more, in gentle prose with just the right 
amount of scientific information to satisfy 
the budding explorer. Easy enough for 
pre-schoolers to understand, but scientific 
enough to satisfy a middle-schooler, 
Seashells will appeal to any beach lover!

*See: http://www.islandportpress.com

CONTACT 

Joanne Roach-Evans

Worcester, Ma 01606

508 852-3224

jevansdesign@verizon.net

jroachevans.com

School 
VISITS

with Joanne Roach-Evans

Author and Illustrator of

Seashells
Treasures from 

the Northeast Coast 



School Visits
For First thru Sixth Grades -

Presentations can include Power Point slide shows  
using a data projector or printed material shown  
with a document projector (this depends on each 
school’s audio-visual set up).

Choose the age appropriate program for your class:

• Short introduction about being a writer and an artist,  
 a book reading, and a hands-on shell display/discussion.

• Presentation with focus on the process of writing, illustrating, and publishing a book. 

Each presentation ends with a question and answer period and each group will get age 
appropriate activity work sheets and book markers.

My presentation can be tailored to a particular focus. Let me know ~  
        we can discuss other options! 
Forty-five minutes for each class/group.

 Presentations for one or two classrooms at a time.

Up to three presentations per day.  

(Forty-five minutes each with short breaks in between)  

 Books can be ordered directly thru Islandport Press  
and/or available directly thru me for sale and signing.

PRICES 
• ONE presentation $250
• TWO presentations @ same school  $350
• THREE presentations @ same school  $450

Mileage rates will be applied beyond local visits.

* Standard mileage rate is 56.5 cents per mile.

* Contact me for variations/questions on prices 
depending on your location.


